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Abstract

This paper is an acoustic phonetic description of the vowels and diphthongs in the Yi county dialect and compares the diphthongized vowels with monophthongs and diphthongs in terms of their temporal structures and spectral characteristics. Results show that rising diphthongs have two targets while falling diphthongs only have one dynamic target. Diphthongized vowels occur as an intermediate category between monophthongs and diphthongs. Diphthongized vowels have distinctive onsets but a neutralized offset. Index Terms: monophthongs, diphthongs, diphthongized vowels, Hui Chinese dialects, the Yi county dialect.

1. Introduction

Vowels are traditionally classified as monophthongs, diphthongs, triphthongs, and in some rare cases, tetraphthongs. Monophthongal and diphthongal vowels are commonly detected in the world’s languages. However, there is a long debate on the definition of the diphthong in the literature. Some phoneticians view diphthongs as a single vowel with phonetically complex nucleus ([1], [2], [3]), while others view diphthongs as a sequence of two vowels or a combination of one vowel and one semivowel ([4], [5]). Even for English, for instance, there is controversy regarding what a diphthong is ([6], [7], [8]).

In the literature regarding Chinese vowels and diphthongs, [9] is a seminal work, where the author points out that only falling diphthongs are true diphthongs in Wu dialects, and rising diphthongs are not true diphthongs (pp. 65-66). [10] renewed the dichotomy between falling and rising diphthongs. On the basis of acoustic and lingual kinematic data from the Ningbo Wu dialect, it is argued that falling diphthongs have one dynamic target, while rising diphthongs are composed of two targets. In other words, the diphthong [ai], for instance, is not a sequence of [a] and [i], but a single dynamic event phonetically, and should be treated as being phonologically distinctive to the monophthongal vowel [a]; by contrast, the diphthong [ia] is simply a sequence of [i] and [a]. And the acoustic results from the Longchang dialect, a southwestern Mandarin dialect, also support the dichotomy between falling and rising diphthongs ([11]).

The diphthongized vowels in the Yi county dialect, a Hui Chinese dialect, occur as an intermediate category between the monophthong and diphthong dichotomy. In the Yi county dialect, there are 3 monophthongal vowels [i a u], 2 rising diphthongs [ia ua], 3 falling diphthongs [ai au au], 1 level diphthong [iu], and 6 diphthongized vowels [i u u a i u i u a u a i u a u a i u a u a]. The vowel inventory of the Yi county dialect is typologically uncommon in that (1) it only has 3 monophthongs, (2) it does not have [i], and (3) it has 6 diphthongized vowels. Following the tradition in the dialectological literature, the diphthongized vowels in Hui dialects were transcribed as a long vowel element followed by the insertion of a coda-like vowel element, usually a schwa or other neutralized vowel element ([12], [13]). The long vowel symbol is to emphasize that the first element is the nucleus of the syllable; otherwise, the first element would be interpreted as a glide as in old literature ([14]).

This paper is an acoustic phonetic description of the vowels and diphthongs in the Yi county dialect. The production of the diphthongized vowels was compared with monophthongs and diphthongs in terms of their temporal structures and spectral characteristics. It is argued that the diphthongized vowels should phonologically be grouped with monophthongs, although they are phonetically diphthong-like. That is, the diphthongized vowels are an intermediate category between monophthongs and diphthongs.

2. Methodology

10 speakers, 5 male and 5 female, were recorded during the fieldwork trip in 2013 summer. They were all native adult speakers without any reported history of speech and hearing disorders.

Meaningful monosyllabic words were used as test words. Normally each target vowel has 2 test words, one is a zero-initial syllable V and the other is a labial stop-initial syllable CV. The Yi county dialect has 6 tones, and the 2 of them, ying-qu and ri, are phonetically short. Therefore, the long vs. short difference was also sampled in this study. Each test word was place in a carrier sentence [X, pa31 pu1 X pi31 tɛn31] “X, I read X for you to listen.” 5 repetitions were recorded.

The audio sound was recorded directly into a laptop PC through a TerraTec DMX 6Fire USB sound card with a SHURE SM86 microphone. The sampling rate is 11,025 Hz.

The target vowels were labeled in praat 5.3.48 ([15]). The first element, transition, and second element were annotated for each diphthongized vowel or diphthong. The lowest four formants were extracted in the mid point of each target vowel or vowel element. Additionally, F2 range and rate of change were also calculated for each diphthongized vowel or diphthong.

3. Results

3.1. Diphthongized vowels and the monophthongs

As mentioned above, there are 3 monophthongs [i u a] and 6 diphthongized vowels [i u u a i u i u a u a i u a u a] in the Yi county dialect. Figure 1 shows the distribution of the first two formants for the 3 monophthongs and the 5 diphthongized vowels (the first element) from 5 male (left) and 5 female (right) speakers respectively in a two-dimensional acoustic space (F1 against F2) with the origin of the axes to the top right of the plot. The ordinates are bark scaled, but the values along the axes are labeled in Hertz. Each 2-sigma ellipse was calculated for each diphthongized vowel or diphthong.

The audio sound was recorded directly into a laptop PC through a TerraTec DMX 6Fire USB sound card with a SHURE SM86 microphone. The sampling rate is 11,025 Hz.

The target vowels were labeled in praat 5.3.48 ([15]). The first element, transition, and second element were annotated for each diphthongized vowel or diphthong. The lowest four formants were extracted in the mid point of each target vowel or vowel element. Additionally, F2 range and rate of change were also calculated for each diphthongized vowel or diphthong.
element of the diphthongized [uːɐ] was excluded since its vowel ellipse overlaps heavily with the monophthong [u].

Figure 1: Vowel ellipses for the monophthongs and diphthongized vowels in the Yi county dialect: male speakers (left) and female speakers (right). x-axis: F2; y-axis: F1.

It is interesting to note that the 3 monophthongs and the 5 diphthongized vowels occupy complementary distributions in the acoustic F1/F2 plane. That is, there are 8 phonetic vowel elements. They differ in 3 levels of vowel height and 3 levels of vowel backness: [iː yː u] are high vowels, [ɛː ɤː oː] are mid vowels, and the low vowel [a] doesn’t contrast in backness; [i y ɛ] are front vowels, [u oː] are back vowels, and [iː yː a] are central.

The formant data are supportive to phonological analysis. Diphthongized vowels should basically be grouped with monophthongs. The only exception is [uːɐ], which contrasts with the monophthong [u].

3.2. Diphthongized vowels and the diphthongs

Diphthongized vowels and diphthongs share a commonality in that they all have two elements. Temporal structures, spectral properties, and dynamic aspects of diphthongs and diphthongized vowels were examined to check if there is difference between diphthongized vowels and different types of diphthongs.

3.2.1. Temporal structure

The mean durations in millisecond of the two elements and transition of diphthongs and diphthongized vowels were summarized in the bar charts in Figure 2. As mentioned earlier, each target diphthong or diphthongized vowel has two test syllables, V and CV. And when available, the difference between long and short syllables was also presented.

First, the diphthongs and diphthongized vowels in long syllables are substantially longer than those in short syllables. The difference is 42 – 160 ms in male speakers and 61 – 110 ms in female speakers. And in both male and female speakers, the diphthongs and diphthongized vowels in V syllables are relatively longer than those in CV syllables.

Second, the rising diphthongs [iɑ uɑ] have a short onset element of about 50 ms, a transition of about 100 ms, and a long offset element of about 200 – 250 ms. This characteristic distinguishes rising diphthongs from other diphthongs and diphthongized vowels. That is, rising diphthongs have a short onset while a long offset.

Third, the falling diphthongs [iɛ uɛ] have a relatively balanced structure. The onset element is about 125 – 160 ms in male speakers and 157 – 200 ms in female speakers; the transition is about 85 ms in male speakers and 120 ms in female speakers; the offset element is about 95 ms in male speakers and 80 ms in female speakers. In other words, in a falling diphthong, the onset element is relatively longer than the offset element and transition.

Fourth, the level diphthong [iʊ] is basically in parallel with falling diphthongs in that it has a balanced temporal structure. In V syllables, the onset element is longer than the offset element; the difference is about 72 ms in male speakers and about 34 ms in female speakers. In CV syllables, the onset
element is about 17 ms longer than the offset element in male speakers, whereas the onset element is about 12 ms shorter than the offset element in female speakers.

In the diphthongized vowels [i:e u:e y:e ø:e ø:,], the first element is overwhelmingly longer than the transition and second element. The first element is about 177 ms in both male and female speakers; the transition is about 85 ms in male speakers and 118 ms in female speakers; the second element is about 93 ms in male speakers and 112 ms in female speakers.

As summarized further in the bar charts in Figure 3, diphthongized vowels and different types of diphthongs differ in temporal organization. In diphthongized vowels, the first element is longest component; in rising diphthongs, the offset element is longest component; and falling and level diphthongs have a comparatively balanced temporal structure.

**3.2.2. Spectral properties**

Diphthongs could either be a dynamic articulatory event or a sequence of two events ([10]). It is thus of interest to examine if the two elements of diphthongs or diphthongized vowels have a steady spectral target, and if yes, what the nature of the target is. As mentioned earlier, the Yi county dialect only has 3 monophthongs, including the apical vowel [i]. And as shown in Figure 1, the Yi county vowel system is a typical triangle pattern, if the diphthongized vowels are taken into account. In this study, monophthongs and the first elements of diphthongized vowels are both used as reference vowels, which whom the diphthong elements are compared.

Regarding the offset elements in falling diphthongs, the diphthong element [i] does not reach their target positions but ends up at the mid-high position in the acoustic F1/F2 plane; the diphthong element [u] does not have a comparable monophthong vowel, but it also ends up at the mid-high position. The ellipses of diphthong element and monophthong [u] overlap with each other; however, the diphthong element [u] stays at the mid-high position, and it is lower than the monophthong [u] in female speakers. In male speakers, both the diphthong element and monophthong [u] are located in a mid-high position. Another thing that should be noted is that, as evidenced by the size of ellipses, the offset diphthong elements in falling diphthongs are more variable than their corresponding vowel elements.

In summary, falling diphthongs have steady spectral specifications only on onset elements, which signifies an acoustic target, but not on offset elements. The production of falling diphthongs [ai au a], due to their different dynamic settings. In other words, [ai au a] each has a distinctive dynamic target. Phonologically speaking, in addition to the static phoneme /a/, the monophthong, there are three more dynamic /a/-phonemes.

Third, the level diphthong [iu] is basically in parallel with rising diphthongs. As shown in Figure 6, the production of level diphthong [iu] generally begins from a formant setting similar to the vowel element [i:] and ends up at a frequency region similar to the vowel element [u]. That is, both onset and offset elements of [iu] seem to have acoustic targets.

Finally, examine the diphthongized vowels themselves. The distribution of the onset and offset elements of the diphthongized vowels [i:e u:e y:e ø:e ø:] was shown in Figure 7, and that of the diphthongized vowels [e:o ø:e ø:] was shown in Figure 8. It’s clear from the figures that the offset elements of diphthongized vowels are all located in a low vowel position,
although they are subject to apparent coarticulatory effect brought out by their onset elements as well. Also, it is observed that the offset elements are generally more variable than the onset elements in diphthongized elements. It seems that the production of diphthongized vowels tends to be released with a neutralized tongue position, which results in a somehow centralized low vowel specification, rather than having a similar acoustic offset target. Phonologically, the distinction of diphthongized vowels is attributable to the onset elements only, and the neutralized offset release is a redundant phonetic characteristic. The only exception is [uːɐ], which contrasts with the monophthong [u].

| Table 1. Range (ΔF2 in Hz) and rate (in Hz/ms) of F2 change for the diphthongs and diphthongized vowels in the Yi county dialect. |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| male | female |
| ΔF2 | Rate | ΔF2 | Rate |
| ua | 699 | 6.2 | 440 | 4.2 |
| ia | 869 | 9.1 | 772 | 9.6 |
| uːɐ | 252 | 2.2 | 218 | 2.5 |
| au | 535 | 4.5 | 344 | 3.6 |
| ai | 957 | 7.6 | 622 | 7.6 |
| yːɐ | 53 | 0.5 | 29 | 0.4 |
| oːɐ | 669 | 4.3 | 174 | 2.6 |
| uːɐ | 450 | 4.8 | 395 | 4.6 |
| yːɐ | 688 | 6.0 | 336 | 4.7 |
| iːɐ | 804 | 6.5 | 551 | 5.4 |
| iu | 1034 | 7.2 | 715 | 8.7 |
| iu | 1866 | 11.4 | 1326 | 10.8 |

First, the two rising diphthongs have different ranges and rates of F2 change. The diphthong [ua] has a substantially smaller range and rate of F2 change than [ia].

Second, the three falling diphthongs have different ranges and rates of F2 change, too, in the order of [ai] > [au] > [au]. The results suggest that the production of falling diphthongs is associated with their own dynamic settings.

Third, it’s difficult to distinguish diphthongized vowels from one another in terms of F2 range or rate of change, especially among [uːɐ, oːɐ, yːɐ]. This could further serve as evidence that dynamic properties are not important to characterize diphthongized vowels. Rather, they are basically in parallel with monophthongs.

Fourth, the level diphthong [iu] has the greatest F2 range and rate of change.

Finally, suffice it to conclude that it is not of great interest to compare dynamic aspects between different types of diphthongs, especially between the diphthongs with two targets and those with one dynamic target.

4. Conclusions

This paper gives an acoustic phonetic description of the vowels and diphthongs in the Yi county Hui Chinese dialect. Rising diphthongs have two targets, whereas falling diphthongs only have one dynamic target. The level diphthong resembles the rising diphthong in terms of formant pattern but resembles the falling diphthong in terms of temporal organization. Results suggest that diphthongized vowels are basically in parallel with the monophthong vowels. Each diphthongized vowel has a distinctive onset formant pattern, whereas it is released towards a neutralized formant frequency region. And the fact that the diphthongized vowels occur as an intermediate category between monophthongs and diphthongs provide us a better understanding of the phonetics and phonology of vowels and diphthongs in general.
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